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ABSTRACT

This study was conducted for the purpose of developing and manufacturing integrated planting machine with a disc metering device attached crank mechanism suitable for many seeds of different shapes and size. A (4.5 hp) diesel engine as a source of power for machine ground wheel rotation and metering system parts motivation, machine was tested under three ground wheel revolutions GR (30, 45 and 55) rpm, three metering disc to ground wheel revolution ratios MG (0.25, 0.3 and 0.5) and three kinds of seeds variety SV (sunflower seed, cowpea and black seed). Experimental measurements were taken for the purpose of characterizing the experimental seed factors as follows: shape index (SI), weight of 1000 seeds (W), seeds moisture content (MC) determination, Actual seeds volume (V) and real density (γ). To evaluate the influence of previous factors there were procedural experiments on machine performance with main three measurements visible, invisible and total seeds damage (SD), actual seed feeding rate (SF)/10m of planting row distance and seeds lateral scattering frequency (L.S %) around the planting row centerline. The results showed that: experimental seeds tend to be oval in shape factor and have a low moisture content less than 18.5%, the highest (SD) at the higher value of ground wheel revolutions GR3=55 rpm. The best feeding rate for black seed (4 to 5 Seed in feed-blot) obtained with MG2=0.3 while sunflower seed and cowpea (1 Seed in feed-blot) with planting distance 20 cm at MG1=0.25 at GR1=30 rpm.
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INTRODUCTION

Agricultural seeds are varied in shape, size, feed rate and cultivation method, each type has its own nutritional value and economic importance, which led to a great diversity of agricultural machines suitable for each type of seed metering rate, planting distance.

Martinez et al. (2015) reported that sunflower seed considered one of the rich source for oil, minerals protein and fibers is a by-product. From other side Friedman and Brandon (2001) indicated that among these crops, sunflower seeds are profitable foodstuff because they contain low amounts of anti-nutritional, allergen factors and toxic components. Gonzza and Vereijken (2007) showed that sunflower seeds are more prevalent than other seeds, such as soybeans, for their cultivation and its content of nutrients and oils. USDA Oilseeds (2018) reported that sunflower (Helianthus annus L.) is the third most important oilseed crop after soybean and oilseed crops production in the world for year 2018 amounted around 600 million metric tons, most of these seeds production is used for extraction oil. Marcia et al. (2017) showed that cowpea is a grain legume native in Africa and for developing world millions of people considered main food source with primary contains of protein, vitamins. Alexandre (2018) indicated that cowpea is rich in diverse nutrients, high levels of protein. Cowpea also is rich in a lot of nutraceuticals components such as antioxidants, dietary supplement, fatty polysaturated acids and polyphones. Cowpea available in most regions around the world as a safe food, always, low priced compared to other sources of protein. Based on the analyses performed, it is possible to infer that cowpea for all contents considered the promotion of food security and populations health. Habashi, et al. (2007) showed that cowpea grown in the old lands with good germination. The recommended cultivation distances for most varieties whose is 15 cm and the planning in both cases is 12 lines / two reeds, with depth of the hole is fixed within 3 cm and this leads to the regularity of germination and growth. Paarakh (2010). Mentioned that plant of black seed considered one of the greatest healing plants has been given a great importance in the religion of Islam because of its number of usage. The Islamic prophet Muhammad once stated that the black seed can heal every disease except death. Dajani and Shahrwan (2016) showed that the black seeds oil and its various extracts exhibit very broad pharmacological actions in many laboratory studies, which are predictive of human clinical effective effect in the fight against many diseases and infections. Qub (2011) showed that there is a lot of research on the development of feeding systems the perfect appointment of sowing Nigella sativa seeds during the months of September and October. Recommended planting distances 25-30 cm, in place of the upper third of the line and on one feather, about 4-5 seeds are placed in each planting furrow hole. Navid et al. (2011) showed that the correct seed feeding system in row-crop planters is of great importance in the regularity of the farming process in terms of uniform seed distribution. Many researches and field experiments to develop farming machines and evaluate the performance of feeders and raise the efficiency of their work to suit the diversity of seeds and farming systems, from other hand Pareek et al. (2021) indicated that the prime objective of precision planters for better crop growth and yield uniform is seed distribution within the row. Maleki et al. (2006) reported that, the volume discharge ratio of grains considered oldest system for metering grains which the agitator is responsible for preventing grains from bridging. Seed in the flute opening is designed to be fluted-roller grain meter responsible for regularly of grain metering. Murray et al. (2006)
Choosing the appropriate seed feeding system and designing the grain metering disc in terms of thickness and diameter of the feeding device metering disc cells to vary the shapes and sizes of seeds, achieves high efficiency in the feeding process in addition to the use of seeds of regular shape and size and the use of the appropriate feeding disk for the size of the seed at the recommended metering disc rotational speed for the ideal feeding rate and is used a method for measuring the performance of the feed system by calculating the rate of feeding seeds through the feed disk with respect to different rotational speeds. Ismail (2004). Talk about the optimal cultivation method and its importance in crop production, the main condition for high crop productivity based on seeds being replaced in the optimum living area. In other words, it is necessary for placing the seeds at equal planting distances at equal intervals within row for roots regularly growth and high germination rate. Karayel and Ozmerzi (2001). Although, several sowing machines are having various seed metering units. The pneumatic single seed planters widely used and quickly increased because its agriculture precision and their seeding efficiency. Additionally, seeders machines with mechanical seed metering systems do not work efficiently at high speeds Soza et al. (2007), showed that, many planters that having a grain metering unit are most commonly used in mechanized seeded process. It is due to there quickly increased results because their sowing efficiency is better than that of others machines with different sowing methods. Note that the gears of the feed metering disks are not designed to work at high revolutions. Usually, the high efficiency of the cultivation process is at low rotational speeds. Abd alla (2002) show that in agricultural machines, the seed drums take the movement from the ground wheel of the machine to obtain an ideal and constant feeding rate for grains in the planting row, with the difference in tractor forward speed, the feed cylinders contain slots that fit each type of seed planted. The gaps are sized for specific yields as corn, soybeans, sorghum, and so forth the pressure inside the seed-metering drum lighter bigger than an atmospheric pressure outside the drum. Finally we can be noted that multiple studies emphasized the development of agricultural machinery to suit many processes, crops and grains, in order to save time and effort and maximize the benefit from those machines.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

This study aimed developed and performance evaluation of planting machine with a disc metering device, the planting machine was designed and manufactured including the main parts suitable for metering and placing the seed at the appropriate planting distances and enabling planting of 1 to 4 planting rows at a suitable metering rate for many seeds with different shapes and dimensions.

**Physical and mechanical properties of seeds samples**

Physical and mechanical properties of seeds samples (sunflower seed, cowpea and black seed) according to the following procedures:

**Shape index (SI):** For metering disc slots design, a random sample of one hundred seeds was taken, the shape of each seeds sample was studied in terms of length (L), width (W), and thickness (Th) by using the venire caliper with accuracy of 0.01 mm. The obtained data were used to calculate the shape index of each sample from equation (1), according to Ismail (1998). At shape index > 1.5 the grain is considered oval and ≤ 1.5 the grain is considered spherical.

\[
\text{Shape index (SI)} = \frac{L}{\sqrt{W \cdot Th}}
\]

**Weight of 1000 seeds (W):** In order to determine the mean weight of 1000 seeds, samples of 1000 seeds were randomly selected. Each sample was weighted using an electronic balance with an accuracy of 0.01g.

**Seeds moisture content (MC) determination:** The moisture content of seeds samples was measured by the standard air oven using 25 g sample placed in air oven at 130°C for 16 h as recommended by Matouk (1976).

**Actual seeds volume (V) and real density (γ):** The actual seeds volume was measured by using half-liter capacity graduated beaker. The graduated beaker was filled with water to a defined level, then (M) 100 grams of seeds were completely immersed in the beaker. The actual seeds volume (V) cm³ was calculated based on the difference between the two measured volumes of water before and after add seeds sample. Real density of seeds (γ) g/cm³, was calculated using the following equation (2):

\[
\gamma = \frac{M}{V}
\]

**The developed planting machine description**

The developed planting machine was fabricated and constructed at the local workshop in Mansoura city from simple materials. It’s manufactured as one unit seeder suitable seedling of 4 rows and consists of various developed parts as shown in figs. (1A & 1B) with main dimensions are 163 × 130 × 108 cm length, height and width respectively. The machine driving (directing) by labor and accompanied by an diesel engine 4.5 Hp. and gearbox to appropriate movable engine revolutions to ground wheel axe and metering device disc by transmission system with crank mechanism to ensure good appropriate feed rate for every seed varieties, the machine consists of the following main parts as shown in figs. (1A & 1B):

1. Main frame attached with ground, carriage wheels and furrow openers unit.
2. Source of power (diesel engine) and transmission system.
3. Developing metering unit with seed hopper.

**Power source:**

A (4.5 Hp) mechanical diesel engine with three different revolutions (2100, 3150 and 3850 rpm) attached on machine chassis with revolution speed reducer (gear box) in the rate of 1:70, was used as a source of Power to moving machine ground wheel and seed metering device parts

**Transmission system:**

From fig. (2) we can ravel out the transmission of revolutions between the different parts of the machine, which can be divided into three consecutive stages as follow:

- **From engine to gearbox:** The main source of power is a diesel engine whose revolutions/min. is controlled by the fuel hand to give (2100, 3150 and 3850) rpm to align with the calculations of the appropriate machine implementation, then by pulleys with the same diameter (15 cm) and belt the rotational movement is transmitted directly from the engine to the gearbox to be reduced by 1:70.

- **From gearbox to ground wheel axe:** The movement is then transmitted from the gearbox directly to the axis of the ground wheel 120 cm diameter, by two cogwheel (20 teeth) and chain.

- **From ground wheel axe to metering mechanism:** revolutions is transferred from the ground wheel axis by cogwheel (22 and 45 teeth) to cogwheel (11 and 15 teeth) fixed on metering crank mechanism axe for the appropriate range of metering disk feed slots for each type of seed.
The developed metering device consists of two disks each diameter is 25.8 cm and 2 mm thickness, above one fixed on the bottom of seed hopper and the other connect the crank mechanism arm to control the seed feed rate by control the size of the seed feeding hole, every metering disc have 4 feeding holes 2.6 cm diameter distributed throughout the disc circumference as shown in fig. (3).
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The experimental variables
To assess the performance of planting machine there were three experimental variables under study were conducted as follow:
Three ground wheel revolutions GR (30, 45 and 55) rpm.
1) Three revolution ratios between metering disc to ground wheel MG (0.25, 0.30 and 0.50).
2) Three kinds of experimental seeds variety SV (sunflower seed, cowpea and black seed).

The experimental measurements
To determine the effect of passing seeds through feeding system of the developed metering device, there were three main measurements were estimated as the following:
1) Percentage of visible seed damage (external) (VD %)
Visible seed damage was determined by using convex lens for each seed variety sample before and after its passing through feeding metering system of cultivation machine.
Percentage of visible grain damage was estimated through the following equation:-
\[
(VD \%) = \left[ \frac{(VN1 - VN2)}{500} \right] \times 100 \quad \text{(3)}
\]
Where:-
VN1 = Number of damaged seeds in sample (500 seeds), which randomly segregate from every seed main sample after its passing through seed metering feeding system.
VN2 = Number of damaged seeds before passing sample (500 seeds) through seed metering feeding system.

2) Percentage of invisible seed damage (internal) (ID %)

Germination test was carried out to determine the invisible damage of seeds. A randomized sample of (100 seeds) to determine the germination percentage, unharmed visible seeds were taken and planted for ten days in Petri dishes. The results were recorded and the germination percentage was estimated by the following equation:-
\[
(ID \%) = \left[ \frac{(PN2 - GN1)}{PN2} \right] \times 100 \quad \text{(4)}
\]
Where:-
GN1 = Number of growing seeds
PN2 = Number of planting seeds (100 seeds).

3) The total seeds damage (TD %)

Table 1. Mean values of seeds and mechanical properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical and mechanical properties</th>
<th>Seeds treatments</th>
<th>Shape index (SI)</th>
<th>Weight of 1000 seeds (W) grams</th>
<th>Moisture content w.b (MC %)</th>
<th>Actual volume of 100 seeds (V) Cm³</th>
<th>Real density (ϒ) g/cm³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sunflower seeds</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>116.21</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cowpea</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>195.32</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black seed</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visible, invisible and total seed damage
The data tabulated in table (2) show the effect of metering disc rotating speed (rpm) at different seeds treatments under study on visible, invisible seeds damage. The demonstrate data show that, highest value of visible seeds damage 2.3% and invisible seeds damage 1.8 was gained by using developed seeder machine metering device with sunflower seeds at GR3 = 55 rpm and MG3 = 0.5. In general from obtained data it can be seen that increasing ground wheel revolution (GR) from 30 to 55 rpm caused more visible, invisible seeds damage.

Actual seed feeding rate (SF) / 10m of planting row distance
The number of seeds falling from the metering disc holes were calculated at different experimental parameters of the machine/10m of planting row distance, the obtained data illustrated in histograms figs (5A throw 5C) explain the following best seed feed rate for all seed variety gained with least ground wheel revolution GR1 = 30 rpm but revolution ratios between metering disc to ground wheel (MG) had different effect on seed feeding rate This is due to the difference in the feeding rate recommended for each variety of seed. The results showed that the best feeding rate for sun flower and cowpea seeds gained with MG1 = 0.25 while for black seed with MG2 = 0.3.

The percentage of visible seeds damage (VD %) summated with invisible seeds damage percentage (ID %), for all experiments, and the values of total seeds damage (TD %) were estimated basing for the following equation:
\[
TD\% = VD\% + ID\% \quad \text{(5)}
\]

To study the effect of developed planting machine performance on the regularity of the seed feeding rate there were two main measurements were estimated as the following:
1) Actual seed feeding rate (SF) / 10m of planting row distance
By counting the actual fallen seeds from one hole of the feed disk during the operation of the planting machine for a distance of 10 linear meters at the different experimental variables.

2) Seeds lateral scattering frequency (LS %) around the planting row centerline:
To determine the cross scattering of seeds around the rows, experiments were performed without seed coverage process, the distribution of the seeds around the row centerline was determined after planting operation. The distribution was estimated by relating the number of seeds at different lateral distances from the row center to the total number of seeds at ten meters along of the row. For expressing this relationship for each experimental variable the frequency distribution curves were employed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Inspections of the data in table (1), it can be seen that all values of shape index (SI) for all seeds treatments are higher than 1.5, this intend that all experimental seeds shape take oval shape. This contributed us to fabricate metering device seed slot cells shape as a oval spherical form. Also cowpea seeds had highest real density (ϒ) = 1.25 g/cm³ and lowest value of moisture content (MC %) = 13.2 but sun flower seeds had lowest real density (ϒ) = 0.45 g/cm³ and highest value of moisture content (MC %) = 18.4.
Also from demonstrated data summarized in table (1) clearly shown weight of 1000 seeds (W), and seed real density (ϒ) take the same trend, whereas its values were significantly increasing with increasing in moisture content but this behavior is contrary with actual seeds volume (V), which decreasing with seeds moisture content increasing.
Table 2. The effect of experimental factors on visible and invisible seeds damage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground wheel revolutions (GR) rpm</th>
<th>Metering to ground wheel revolutions ratio (MG)</th>
<th>Sunflower</th>
<th>Cowpea</th>
<th>Black seed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VD %</td>
<td>ID %</td>
<td>VD %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR 1 = 30</td>
<td>MG 1= 0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MG 2= 0.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MG 3= 0.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR 2 = 45</td>
<td>MG 1= 0.25</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MG 2= 0.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MG 3= 0.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR 3 = 55</td>
<td>MG 1= 0.25</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MG 2= 0.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MG 3= 0.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summation of visible and invisible seeds and data illustrated in figs (4A throw 4C) indicate the same trend to decrease total seeds damage by decrease ground wheel revolutions (GR) with all seeds treatments under study and also total seeds damage values, were increased with increasing (MG) values from 0.25 to 0.5 It is due to the crash of the seeds because its pass through the metering device holes at high rotational speeds.

Fig 4. (A, B and C): Total seeds damage percentage (TD %).

Fig 5. (A, B and C): Actual seed feeding rate (SF)/10m of planting row distance
Seeds lateral distribution (L.S %) around the planting row centerline:

The obtained data illustrate in fig. (4A to 4C) show that, increasing the Ground wheel revolutions from Gr1= 30 rpm to Gr3= 55 rpm causes an increase in the lateral scattering of seeds (L.S), this is due to the increase in machine vibration at high forward speed, from the other side Increasing the seed weight (W) lead to decrease in seed scattering around the row centerline because Heavy seeds are more equiponderant and do not roll in seedbed.

From figs. (4A throw 4C) it can be seen that black seed with high ground wheel revolution Gr3=55 rpm with high value of revolution ratios between metering disc to ground wheel (MG3 = 0.5) showed the highest lateral scattering frequency of seeds (L.S%), from the other side cowpea seed with low ground wheel revolution Gr1=30 rpm with low value of revolution speed ratios between metering disc to ground wheel (MG1 = 0.25) had a highest lateral scattering frequency of seeds (L.S%).

CONCLUSION

In order to maximize the use of planting machines by planting many different seeds of different shape and size and different in metering feeding rates, planting machine with developed metering system was fabricated with crank mechanism to change the seed feeding cells size. This development contributed to the use of the machine to metering different seeds and the Experimentation with sun flower seed – cowpea – black seed with cylindrical shape (shape index > 1.5) with different volume/100gram 220, 86 $cm^3$ and density 0.45,
1.16 g/cm³ for sunflower seed and black seed respectively, and the experiments showed that the feeding rate differs for each type of seeds with different experimental treatments, as it was found that the best feeding rate for all seeds gained with least value of (GR=30 rpm) while the effect of the revolution ratios between metering disc to ground wheel (MG) on the seed feed rate where is the best sunflower seed and cowpea feed rate, one seed in planting furrow hole gained with (MG1=0.25) but for black seed, 4 to 5 seed in planting furrow hole at (MG2=0.3). It is also concluded that the negative effect of increasing seedling machine ground wheel revolutions from 30 to 55 rpm on seeds total damage (TD) and lateral scattering frequency (L.S %) for all experimental seed factors under study.
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